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1. Introduction
During the 20th century the urban population worldwide grew from 220 million to 2.8
billion people and in 2008, for the first time, there were more people living in cities and
conurbations than in the countryside. The urbanization continues at an even faster rate
than before. According to the UN prognosis the urban population is expected to grow
with a total of 2.4 billions by 2050. It is not an exaggeration to describe the abilities of
cities to a sustainable transition as a crucial issue, a challenge that grows with the cities.
[1]	
  
The possibility of implementing a large number of parameters, related to sustainability
issues in urban planning, in a digital tool has been investigated by the municipality of
Uppsala in cooperation with the consulting company Atkins. Such a tool may improve
decision making in municipal urban planning, with efficient management of complex
issues as well as environmental benefits as a result. [3]
A wide range of possible main themes in urban planning have been identified and
documented in the report InnoSam [3]. The main themes and their related aspects have
been of interest to implement in a digital tool. These concern the general conditions of
the area, aspects related to real estate, construction, energy, waste, transport, ecosystem
services and social aspects. The final objective of Uppsala municipality and Atkins is to
develop a 3D computer tool that creates benefits for many actors in the industry. The
tool should be designed primarily to be well suited for municipal work, but at the same
time provide a link between architects, designers, builders and citizens. [3]
In order to build a long term sustainable transport system in Sweden it requires more
than just improved technology and energy efficiency. It is also necessary to change our
behaviour and make urban planning even smarter, to reduce the negative environmental
impact of transports in both the short and the long term. Providing an effective and
sustainable transport system is a challenge for urban planners since the infrastructure
affects the society to a large extent. Large parts of the carbon dioxide emissions that
affect the climate, the nature and us humans depend on the road traffic. [2]
In this report the introduction of a carpool in a residential area in Rosendal, Uppsala is
chosen as a case study to demonstrate the complexity of using a digital tool in urban
planning. In order to confirm that a tool might be useful in sustainable urban planning, a
simplified 2D computer tool is created. This report studies, using the simplified tool, a
number of parameters of urban planning from the report InnoSam and investigates how
these interact with each other from a sustainability perspective.
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1.1 Aim of the report
The main purpose is to create a simplified tool that illustrates an introduction of a
carpool and its interacting parameters in a residential area. The tool will use a model,
which corresponds to only a small part of the great complexity of urban planning, based
on the main themes and aspects identified by Atkins in the report InnoSam. Despite this
being a case study, the idea of the report is to demonstrate and provide an understanding
of how a complete tool may be used. Further, the report will identify possible flaws in
the assumed correlations and form the basis for future developments of the tool.
The introduction of a carpool will be studied and compared to the alternative of having
traditional parking spaces with respect to the number of residents and residences in the
area. The model uses data from a quarter in Rosendal, Uppsala as a case study. The
system that will be studied includes chosen aspects from the main themes traffic, real
estate, fuel and social aspects.
Due to the choice of parking solution, the model illustrates the aspects ground use and
carbon dioxide emissions depending on fuel type and their interaction. Three different
parking solutions will be illustrated: traditional parking spaces only, 50 percent
traditional parking spaces and 50 percent carpool and lastly carpool only. Using the
model, social aspects regarding ridesharing and collective ownership will be taken into
account.
The report aims to discuss following questions:
§

How would a residential area be affected by the introduction of a carpool, with
respect to the aspects ground use, carbon dioxide emissions and social aspects
such as ridesharing and collective ownership?

§

When using a digital tool in urban planning, which parameters contribute to the
complexity of using such a tool?

1.2 Limitations
When planning a new residential area several aspects need to be taken into
consideration, which is emphasized in Atkins report InnoSam [3] (see Figure 7 in
Appendix 1). Urban planning is complex, including many aspects affecting each other.
Atkins identifies 11 main themes, each of them associated with several aspects. Due to
the extent of this project only a few parameters and their impact on the limited system
regarding the two parking alternatives will be studied (see Figure 1 on the next page).
However, the impact of the aspects on the system at large will be discussed.
This report does not take economic aspects of a carpool into consideration. The cost of
building the different parking solutions are not taken into account, neither are the cost
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for carpool companies to establish a carpool in the specific area. Further, this report will
not discuss costs for customers to join a carpool.
The studied area in this report is a closed system and it is not seen to be interacting with
the surrounding society. For example the possibility for other people than the residents
in the area to join the carpool is neglected.
The environmental impact caused by cars in the area is limited to carbon dioxide
emissions per kilometre and capita. In the study the carbon dioxide emissions include
the production process of different types of fuel and emissions while running. Emissions
caused by the construction process of the cars and the parking area, are not included in
the study. If a full life cycle analysis would be done the environmental impact of the
cars would be higher. The carbon dioxide emissions that are presented are related to the
area of study.
	
  

	
  

Figure 1: Limitations of the studied system. Orange rounded boxes indicate main
themes and blue rectangular boxes their respective aspects. Boxes with thick edges
show parameters that will be analysed in the sensitivity analysis.
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1.3 Disposition
This report starts with a background section which presents relevant information about
the basic idea of a carpool and its environmental impact. Information about the different
car and fuel types that will be used in the model are also presented. Further examples of
already existing carpools in Sweden will be given. A methodology section follows the
background. In this section the model is described, the input data, and sensitivity
analysis are presented as well as the calculations that are used in the model. Results are
presented in the result sections which are followed by the sections sensitivity analysis,
discussion and lastly conclusion.

2. Background
To put the idea of a digital tool for municipal planning in a broader context the concept
of sustainable development and sustainable urban planning is introduced here. In order
to analyse the effects of a carpool in a residential area its basic functions, impact on the
environment and two different types of fuel are presented. A few examples of already
existing carpools are also given.

2.1 Sustainable urban planning
When the concept sustainable development got its international spread 1987 it was
argued that sustainable social development and economic growth is impossible to
achieve if the environment is devastated and the natural resources are overexploited.
Development and growth must take place on environmental conditions [4]. The
following definition was stated:
“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” [5]
A large and increasing environmental problem that is debated is the climate change. An
increase of the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is scientifically proved
and the human combustion of fossil fuel is a contributing factor to the increase. The
complex of problems concerning climate is highly relevant for urban development. In
order to decrease the carbon dioxide emissions it is important to make political
arrangements, but also to plan new urban quarters in a sustainable manner. [6]
Today cities account for a growing environmental impact with over 70 percent [7] of the
global carbon dioxide emissions. There is a demand for smart ways to meet human
needs with small ecological footprints and increased life quality. The cities’ emission of
greenhouse gases affecting the climate has to decrease. This requires comprising actions
in existing development at the same time as new development has to be energy and
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climate neutral. New urban transport systems have to be space efficient, generally
available and free from fossil fuel. [7]
The environmental and climate related challenges are only one dimension of
sustainability. The cities must at the same time provide conditions for a good life,
socially and culturally, facilitate sustainable consumption and social unity. They also
have to hold most of the future’s economic activities that create livelihood and
employment. [7]
To promote such development it is important to create a common view of the meaning
of sustainability and urban development. It is essential to create an understanding of the
forces that shape the urban development in order to influence them in a sustainable
direction and reduce barriers and rigidities of the adaption. [7]
	
  

2.1.1 Digital tool for sustainable urban planning
Sustainable urban planning is complex since it involves a large number of aspects
connected to each other. By decomposing the aspects to a large number of individual
aspects, each of them becomes easier to study. Today certain details or problems
regarding these aspects may not be identified in an early stage of planning which leads
to the risk of postponing them to a later stage. Postponing problems often generate less
efficient and more costly solutions, if any solution at all. The industry involving
municipalities, developers, architects, authorities, and companies could use a common
system for early stages in urban development and its containing aspects. Therefore, the
municipality of Uppsala and Atkins see that there is of great value to connect design and
information in the planning process which involves plans and sketches with parameters
belonging to each object. Consequently, the assessment of quality and sustainability
aspects may take place at an early stage, a stage where parameters not yet are locked by
the proposed design. [3]
The tool would support the on-going municipal work to emphasize the holistic approach
as well as the quality and sustainability approach in urban planning. The tool enables to
test and develop the internal processes and may lead to a better work and utilization of
the competence within the organisation. [3]
By using a tool when planning a parking solution such as a carpool in a residential area,
sustainability aspects can be visualized in an early stage. An improvement of the
planning process based on the mentioned sustainability aspects and simplification of the
relationship between architects, builders, and planners is only a part of the objective [3].
According to Anders Hollinder, energy strategist at Uppsala municipality, such a digital
tool could also constitute an important part in the work of providing citizens with
incentives to a sustainable lifestyle. [8]
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2.2 The basic idea of a carpool
To achieve the environmental and climate objectives in decreasing the cities’ congestion
and carbon dioxide emissions, there is a need to reduce car driving and car ownership in
terms of production. Carpooling is an efficient way of reducing the number of
disadvantages that comes with car traffic. Cars in a carpool are often newer and have
better environmental and traffic safety features than the Swedish average car [13]. To
decrease the car ownership it is important to replace it with working alternatives such as
cycling and public transport. However, these alternatives may not work for all kinds of
travel and this is where carpooling becomes interesting as a supporting function. [9]
In a carpool a few or several people share the usage of one or more cars with a payment
system for the usage. Costs for maintenance, acquisition, and selling are shared between
the members of the carpool and are often included in the payment [10]. It might be
difficult to define a carpool since there are many different varieties. Some carpools are
for example run by volunteers who are not looking for financial gain while other are
commercial ventures run by international companies. The user books a car before
driving and, depending on the business model of the carpool, either pays a monthly fee
or a fee based on the driving distance and time of usage. A carpool reminds of a
traditional car rental with the difference that a contract can be written over a longer
period of time instead of a contract for each drive. [12]
An open carpool is where users and members can book a car throughout the day and
throughout the week. A closed carpool is linked to certain activities, for example a
company and its employees. The advantage of a closed carpool is that it is easier to
guarantee available cars because one can foresee the need. Society’s benefits are greater
for the open carpools since they provide more people the opportunity of leaving their
privately owned cars and switch to a flexible travelling with less negative impact on
society. [12]
Although there are lots of advantages, not all things about carpools are perceived as
positive. Joining a carpool may deprive an individual’s feeling of freedom, to be able to
travel whenever one wants. There may also be personal perceptions about the
importance of having your own car, a specific brand and features. [11]
For the carpool users there is a risk that no cars are available when needed. The risk is
especially high when the car fleet consists of electric cars. The relatively long charging
time of electric cars means that it can take many hours after a car is returned before it
can be used again. This hits hard against both profitability and the idea of efficient
vehicle utilization in a carpool [14]. The user is expected to have foresight when
planning trips by booking a car in advance. This may not always be compatible with
people's travelling habits [11].
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2.3 Travelling habits
Travellers are not expected to use a carpool as their only transport; they are supposed to
use a mixture of several different options. Other means of transport could be rental cars
or bicycles or public transports such as buses, trains or taxis [10]. A carpool car is
advantageously for short distances while a rental car would be better for long distances.
Some users, however, use the carpool for all their trips independent of the distance. This
could be because of ignorance or unwillingness to look for better suitable alternatives. It
should be noted that individuals in particular do not always choose the most economic
or rational alternative. [12]
There are a number of studies which indicate that carpool users use public transport
more frequently than people in general. These studies also indicate that new carpool
users that previously were car owners have increased their travelling with public
transport. However, there are only a few empirical surveys that describe the impact of
carpools on public transport usage. The Swedish Transport Administration
(Trafikverket) has stated that carpool users have changed their travelling habits in
general and that they are more open-minded to public transport and less inclined to
travel in their own car. [12]

2.3.1 Ridesharing
The concept ridesharing means that one or more persons share the same car while
travelling from one geographic area to another. This is not easy to systematize and so
far this concept is mostly based on personal relationships between those who share rides
[12]. Although, the carpool company Sunfleet has a ridesharing option in their booking
system which makes trips visible and bookable for other members [15].
Several studies in Sweden and other countries indicate factors which favour ridesharing.
It is beneficial if those who share rides have the same destination, workplace, and
acquaintances. Another factor is that the ridesharers need the car the same time of the
day and at regular hours. The studies have also shown that women prefer riding with
other women, due to the risk of assault. It is more common to share rides when the
travelling distance is at least 20 kilometres one way, especially when there are poor
public transport alternatives. Another incentive for ridesharing is lack of parking spaces
nearby the workplace and by sharing rides the competition for parking spaces is
reduced. [16]

2.4 Environmental impacts
Studies indicate that an average carpool member decreases its car driving with a third
and through a more efficient utilization, for example by placing the carpool nearby its
users, a carpool car can replace about 4-8 private owned cars [12] and equally many
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parking spaces [13]. As a consequence the freed ground can be used for other purposes.
[12] The reduction of number of cars in an area contributes to reduced congestion in
local traffic and reduced carbon dioxide emissions in cities. [10]
There are often certain demands regarding environmental aspects in a carpool.
Therefore, environmentally friendly car models are usually being used in carpools. The
most common fuel in Swedish carpools is diesel with a fraction of 60 percent [12] of all
carpool cars. Remaining shares consists of gas- and ethanol cars and a small part of
electric cars. [12]

2.5 Carbon dioxide emissions due to fuel types
Combustion of fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas releases carbon dioxide that has
been trapped in the ground to the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is the greenhouse gas
which affect our world’s climate the most by an increasing greenhouse effect. About 30
percent [10] of the total carbon dioxide emissions in Sweden derive from the road
transport sector which includes trucks, busses, cars, and motorcycles. [10]
The road traffic’s large proportion of the total emissions derives from that most vehicles
still uses fossil fuels. The correlation between combustion of fuel and emissions is that
one litre of petrol or diesel leads to more than two kilos of carbon dioxide and still there
is no method to refine the carbon dioxide emissions from engines. [10]

2.5.1 Diesel vehicles
Diesel cars are one of the most common car types in Sweden. Compared to petrol,
diesel have a higher energy-per-litre which results in higher greenhouse gas emissions.
However, modern diesel-engined cars have 20-40 percent better fuel economy. A diesel
engine in total contributes to less greenhouse gas emissions than a petrol engine [10]. In
2012 around 65 percent of the new registered cars in Sweden were of diesel type [33].

2.5.2 Pure electric vehicles
Electricity could be utilized more in the transport sector by hybrid cars, charging hybrid
cars or pure electric cars. Pure electric cars only uses electric motors supplied with
power by a battery, which in turn is powered by the grid. The most common electric
cars can be driven for distances of 100 to 200 kilometres before the battery requires
charging [17]. However, some cars have a longer driving range and can be driven for up
to 500 kilometres [18]. Since an electric car needs to be charged there is also a need for
available charging stations. The carpool companies often provide such stations when the
carpool is established [15]. Using pure electric cars reduce the usage of fossil fuels and
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thereby carbon dioxide emissions. At the same time the total energy usage decreases
[17].
Electric cars do not emit carbon dioxide when running, however, the production of the
electricity does. The amount of carbon dioxide emissions due to electricity production
depends on whether one looks at the Nordic countries or only at Sweden. The so-called
emission factor measures the number of grams of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour. The
emission factor of the Nordic electricity mix is relevant considering that the electricity,
which carpool companies consume, is purchased on the common Nordic market. If the
purchased electricity is produced in Sweden, where the production is dominated by
hydropower and nuclear power, the emission factor of the Swedish electricity mix is
used. The Nordic electricity mix has a higher emission factor than the Swedish; since
the Nordic electricity mix contains electricity produced by coal power, see Table 1. [19]
The term electricity mix describes the average emission factor (g CO2/kWh) of different
types of electricity production in a certain area. The emission factor depends on current
conditions in the area which may vary from year to year. The electricity production
consists of several different power sources, each of which has its specific emission
factor but as electricity buyer the origin of the electricity is unknown. [19]
The margin electricity is the most expensive electricity to produce in a power plant at a
certain time. If the electricity consumption is higher than the primary production of
electricity, more electricity has to be produced. This extra production is the margin
electricity. If the consumption of electricity increases the production of margin
electricity also increases, since the primary electricity is not enough. This could affect
the purity of the produced electricity since several different power sources may be used
in the production, for example power plants with combustion of fossil fuels. [38]
In this report the margin electricity will not be considered. However, in a complete
future tool this is important to take into consideration. For a comparison of grams CO2
per kilometre between the two electricity mixes and diesel, see Table 1 below.

Table 1: Carbon dioxide emissions per kilometre including production for the three different fuel types
that are studied. The value for diesel is based on the car model Volvo V40 D2. The emissions for the
different electricity types are based on values from the Swedish authority of Energy (Energimyndigheten).
These calculations are specified in the methodology section.

Fuel type

Grams carbon dioxide per km

Diesel

103

Electricity (Nordic mix)

15-20

Electricity (Swedish mix)
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2.5.3 Distribution of fuel types in a car fleet
According to the carpool company Sunfleet’s regional manager in southern Sweden,
Alexandra Ronanzi, several aspects are important when deciding what kind of cars the
car fleet should consist of. Moreover, it is not only the fuel consumption and the
environmental footprints of different car types that matters but also the social aspects. A
mixture of diesel cars and electric cars are preferable since many still choose the
traditional diesel cars rather than the electric ones. People are still worried about the
limited driving distances and charging wires of electric cars. Sunfleet, however, works
on trying to increase the share of electric cars by placing these in the most attractive
sites in order to make the customers choose an electric car when the diesel cars are
already booked. [20]

2.6 Examples of existing carpools in Sweden
2.6.1 Västra hamnen, Malmö
The quarter Fullriggaren in Västra hamnen in Malmö is one of Malmö’s latest ventures
in sustainable urban development. The quarter was finished in 2012 and holds mainly
rental apartments. A common carpool of electric cars has contributed to decreased car
ownership among the residents in the area. The purpose of the established carpool was
to decrease the parking norm from 1 to 0.7 parking spaces per apartment. The real estate
owners pays a fixed monthly fee so that the residents in all apartments will have access
to the carpool for five years counted from the moving-in date. [21]
To promote sustainable travelling, the real estate owners made information efforts with
the objective to decrease the car ownership in the area. The aim was an average car
ownership of 0.7 parking spaces per household five years after moving in. In a report
from 2014 a car ownership of 0.6 parking spaces per household was established. At the
year-end 2013/2014 slightly more than 40 percent of the residents in the quarter was
registered as active members in the carpool. [21]
The carpool was established in a multi-storey parking garage which also provide
parking spaces for privately owned cars. The parking garage has been prepared for local
energy production by installing two vertical windmills on the roof. Solar cells have been
installed on the south facade which contributes to decrease the electricity demand of the
building. A green facade helps absorbing particles and neutralizes the carbon dioxide
emissions from the cars. [22]

2.6.2 Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm
Another example of an urban development project is Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm.
Since the project was initialized in 1990 the former industrial area have been
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transformed into a modern and environmentally sustainable neighbourhood [23].
Hammarby Sjöstad is still under construction and is planned to be fully built by 2017.
The new conurbation will contain 11 000 residential units for around 25 000 people.
[24]
Minimizing the car dependency in the area was one of the objectives in the early
planning process. In order to achieve these objectives the establishment of carpools
have been of great importance. Another important part has been to inform the residents
and workers within the area about carpools and its advantages. [25]
The area of Hammarby Sjöstad uses a very low parking norm, in the beginning as low
as 0.3 parking spaces per apartment. The parking solution, however, did not work out
well because of the ignorance among residents in the area. People did not understand
that a parking space was not included in every apartment and therefore the number of
cars did not match the available parking spaces. One reason could be that the carpool
did not affect the private owning of cars as expected. Another reason could be that the
area was designed for a target group that was less car-oriented than those who actually
moved in. As a result of this miscalculation the parking norm was raised to 0.6 in the
area. [25]

3. Methodology
In this section the model and its features will be described. Used data will be explained
and derived. In the data section the specific values used in the model will be presented.

3.1 Model description
A MATLAB program has been written to show the effect of a carpool in a residential
area in Rosendal. The program will illustrate different parking solutions and their
effects on the ground use and carbon dioxide emissions caused by the area.
The model gives the ability to choose if the number of needed parking spaces is to be
based on municipal parking norms or on travelling habits in the municipality. When
municipal parking norms are used the number of apartments and their sizes are taken
into account. One can either use the norms of the municipality of Uppsala or enter
desired norms. If travelling habits are chosen one can decide the portion of residents in
the area that travel by car as their main transport or use the average value for Uppsala
municipality.
The next step in the model, independent of the choice between parking norms or
travelling habits, is to decide whether a carpool should be established in the area or not.
If a carpool is desired one can decide the fraction of the total parking area that is
intended for the carpool. This will affect the resulting number of parking spaces. In the
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last step the choice of placing the parking underneath developed ground or on ground
surface is to be made.
The model illustrates the area of study including buildings, roads, real estate limit, and
chosen parking solution. Depending on the selected parking solution the model will
illustrate the total ground use within the real estate limit.
Further, the model generates a bar plot showing the carbon dioxide emissions due to
three different fuel types: diesel, Nordic electricity mix, and Swedish electricity mix.
The bar plot compares three different cases 1) traditional parking only, 2) 50 percent
traditional parking and 50 percent carpool and 3) carpool only. The carbon dioxide
emissions per kilometre and capita due to parking solution and fuel type are shown in
the bar plot. The emissions from car travelling only will be shown in a bar plot, and a
second bar plot will show the emissions from both travelling by car and bus, which is
assumed to be one of the replacements when carpool members decrease their car
travelling.

3.2 Model data
3.2.1 Area of study
In order to do relevant illustrations and to plot a possible future area when running the
model, values based on the real estate company Diligentia’s proposition for a quarter in
Rosendal have been used. Since the construction has not yet started some
simplifications and assumptions have been made from the given data.
Diligentia has one of the winning propositions for the area Rosendal in Uppsala. The
plan involves 97 rental apartments of which 24 are smaller than 45 m2. The total living
space of Diligentia’s proposition is 7 400 m2. A traditional parking garage is planned
underneath the building to avoid development under green areas. [26]
The project is in an early planning stage and the number of residents is still unknown.
The number of residents is therefore estimated based on the total living space for the
real estate and statistics on the average number of square meters per person for a rental
apartment in the municipality of Uppsala. The average living space according to the
Swedish authority Statistiska Centralbyrån is 32 m2 per person for a rental apartment
[27]. This results in a number of 231 residents which is used as a fixed value in the
model.

3.2.2 Number of parking spaces
The number of needed parking spaces in the area can be calculated in two ways in the
model. Either by using parking norms which depends on the size of the apartments or
by using result of a study regarding travelling habits in the municipality of Uppsala. In
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the latter case the number of needed parking spaces is assumed to be equal to the
number of car drivers.
The municipality of Uppsala has certain norms for how many parking spaces that are
needed for apartment blocks. The current parking standard values in Uppsala are
presented in Table 2 below. To calculate the number of parking spaces in this case the
set of apartments in Diligentia’s buildings have been used.
Table 2: Parking spaces per apartment of the municipality of Uppsala, depending on
apartment size.
Apartment size

Parking spaces per apartment

≤ 45 m2 living area

0.2

≥ 46 m2 living area

0.8

	
  

According to a study of travelling habits in Uppsala municipality 28 percent of the
inhabitants use car as their main transport [34]. Since all of these may not be car drivers
a ridesharing factor can be calculated for the municipality. The ridesharing factor takes
the average number of persons in a car into account which means that it considers both
car drivers and car passengers.
In the model a ridesharing factor of 1.2 persons per car have been used based on the
study of travelling habits. Using this ridesharing factor 23 percent of the residents in the
area need a parking space. This portion is used to calculate the total number of parking
spaces.

3.2.3 Standard area for one parking space
To calculate the total parking area, the standard of the municipality of Uppsala of 25 m2
per parking space have been used as a fixed value. This value includes the area for a
standstill car as well as room for manoeuvre. [28]

3.2.4 Effects of carpool
According to Trafikverket a carpool car replaces about 4-8 privately owned cars and
equally many parking spaces [11]. For calculations in the model the assumption that one
carpool car replaces five privately owned cars has been made. The number of parking
spaces is assumed to directly correspond to the number of cars in the area.
The distribution of fuel types used in an area is facilitated when having a carpool since
the carpool manager may decide which fuels to use. Although, in the result section the
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alternatives of having only electric cars or only diesel cars will be compared.

3.2.5 Carbon dioxide emissions due to fuel type
The carbon dioxide emissions have been calculated to present the result in grams
carbon dioxide per kilometre and capita. The values used in the model include the
production of the studied fuel types: diesel, electricity (Nordic mix), and electricity
(Swedish mix). These calculations will be done for the three cases; 1) traditional
parking only, 2) 50 % traditional parking and 50 % carpool, and lastly 3) carpool only.
To calculate the carbon dioxide emissions two different car models have been selected.
For diesel, the calculations are based on the Volvo V40 D2 (manual) and for electricity
the Volvo C30 Electric. These cars have been selected as examples as they are a part of
the carpool company Sunfleet’s range of cars.
A diesel car emits 3 040 grams carbon dioxide per litre diesel including production of
the duel [29] and the Volvo V40 D2 consumes 3.4 litres per 100 kilometres [30]. The
Volvo C30 Electric does not emit carbon dioxide while running. However, with respect
to the electricity production an electric car emits 75-100 grams carbon dioxide per
kilowatt-hour when having a Nordic electricity mix. For the Swedish electricity mix the
value is 15-25 grams carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour [19]. In the model the values 90
g CO2/kWh and 20 g CO2/kWh have been used as fixed values for the Nordic and the
Swedish electricity mix respectively. In general an electric car consumes 0.2 kWh per
kilometre. [31]
The model uses the fuel values 103.4 g CO2/km (diesel), 18 g CO2/km (Nordic
electricity mix) and 4 g CO2/km (Swedish electricity mix).
The share that joins a carpool is also assumed to reduce its car driving with a third [13].
The third that the carpool member no longer travels by car is assumed to be replaced by
bus in 18 % of cases [34]. The bus is taken as an example of an alternative mean of
transport which also emits CO2. The result will be presented in two bar plots. In the
first, the emissions caused by car travelling will be shown and in the second the
emissions caused by both cars and buses will be shown. The emission caused by an
average city bus is in the model assumed to be 40 grams CO2 per kilometre and
passenger. [37]

3.2.6 Ground use due to parking solution
If the parking is to be placed underneath the developed ground in a parking garage it
often has to be in two or possibly three floors. This is because of certain parking norms
and the proportion of the buildings. If the parking is made in more than one floor some
usable parking area disappears (about 20-25 percent) because of the need for
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communication paths between the floors. Having multiple floors underground means
that difficulties regarding the area’s groundwater level may be encountered. [32]
Another option that is illustrated is to place the parking on the ground surface. This is a
worse solution from an environmental perspective due to paved surfaces, weaker
ecosystem services and an increased car travelling since the car is more accessible. [32]

3.3 Calculations
3.3.1 Number of residents
Since the number of residents, NR, is unknown, it is calculated by using the total living
area, Ltot, in Diligentia’s buildings and the average living area per person, Lavg, which
can be calculated as:
𝐿

𝑁!      =    𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1)

𝑎𝑣𝑔

3.3.2 Parking spaces needed - norms
The number of needed parking spaces, NP, in the residential area can be calculated as:
  𝑁! =    𝐴!"#$$ ∙    𝑛!"#$$      +    𝐴!"#$%    ∙    𝑛!"#$% ,

(2)

where Asmall and Alarge is the number of small and large apartments respectively, and
where nsmall and nlarge are the parking norms of small and large apartments.

3.3.3 Parking spaces needed - travelling habits and ridesharing factor
The number of needed parking spaces in the residential area can also be calculated with
travelling habits. To determine the ridesharing factor, R, the number of car drivers,
Ndrivers, and car passengers, Npassengers, in the area is divided by the number of car drivers.
The result of equation (3) gives the average number of persons in a car. Further, the
portion of car drivers, Pdrivers, is calculated, see equation (4). This is calculated in order
to determine the number of car drivers in the area, see equation (5). The number of
needed parking spaces in the area is assumed to be equal to the number of car drivers,
see equation (6).
  
𝑅   =   

!!"#$%"&   !  !!"##$%&$'#

(3)

!!"#$%"&
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𝑃!"#$%"&    =   

!!"#$"     

(4)

!

  
𝑁!"#$%"&    =    𝑁!    ∙    𝑃!"#$%"&

(5)
  

𝑁!    =    𝑁!"#$%"&

(6)

3.3.4 Carbon dioxide emissions per capita  
The CO2 emission per kilometre and capita, E, is calculated for three cases. This is done
with respect to the grams CO2 emissions per kilometre and car, ECAR, for three fuel
types and the ridesharing factor, R.
In the case of traditional parking only (0 percent carpool), none of the car users change
their behaviour related to car driving. This is calculated in equation (7) as following,
𝐸! =

!!"#
!

.

(7)

In the case of 50 percent traditional parking and 50 percent carpool, 50 percent
continues their behaviour as in the previous case and 50 percent decreases their car
driving with a third, see equation (8). Those who decrease their car driving replace that
third with other means of transport. These trips that no longer are by made car, are made
by bus in 18 percent of cases, see equation (9). The bus emits EBUS grams CO2 per
kilometre and passenger. In the bar plot the emissions caused by the bus per passenger,
B, will be presented as a grey area.
!

𝐸! = 0.5 ∙ 𝐸! + ∙ 0.5 ∙ 𝐸! + 𝐵!

(8)

!

!

𝐵! =    ∙ 0.5 ∙ 0.18 ∙ 𝐸!"#

(9)

!

In the case of 100 percent carpool, all decrease their car driving with a third, see
equation (10). This third will be replaced with bus in 18 percent of cases as in the
previous case as in equation (11).
!

𝐸! = ∙ 𝐸! + 𝐵!

(10)

!

  
!

𝐵! =    ∙ 0.18 ∙ 𝐸!"#

(11)

!
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3.4 Sensitivity analysis
Linear assumptions are made in the model where both ground use and the carbon
dioxide emissions depend on number of cars. Therefore, an analysis of more
unpredictable parameters that depend on the behaviour of residents will be performed.
In order to study the effect of behaviour change, in terms of ground use and carbon
dioxide emissions, a sensitivity analysis will be performed on the input parameters
ridesharing factor and portion of car users. A sensitivity case will be carried out to
identify potential environmental impacts of changed behaviour regarding car usage and
ridesharing.

4. Results
In this section illustrations and results from the model are presented. The illustrations
below show the area of study for two different parking placements to see different
impacts on the ground use. Three cases of parking solutions are presented. Each case is
based on both municipal norms and travelling habits in Uppsala.
In the first case the number of needed parking spaces are made into a traditional parking
area only. In the second case half of the total number of needed parking spaces are made
into a carpool and half of it is still a traditional parking area. In the last case the number
of needed parking spaces is converted into the corresponding number of parking spaces
in a carpool. This means that everyone who is in need of a car would be a member of
the carpool.

4.1 Ground use due to parking solution and calculation basis
The ground use is presented in a matrix, Figure 2, on the next page. The carpool share
increases from left to right and vertically different parking placements, on ground
surface and underground, are shown. The matrix also presents which calculation basis,
parking norms or travelling habits, that belongs to each illustration.
Each illustration shows an area with a road at the top. The white dashed line shows
along with the axes the real estate limit. Two light-coloured buildings are displayed and
lastly the resulting parking area is illustrated as a darker grey area.
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0%

50 %

100 %

Travelling habits

Parking on ground surface

Municipal norms

	
  

Carpool share

Travelling habits
norms

Underground parking

Municipal norms

	
  

Figure 2: Result matrix. The figure shows the illustrations of ground use for
different parking solutions, placements and calculation bases. Two lightcoloured buildings are displayed. The parking is the darker grey area. The
dashed white line indicates the real estate limit. At the top a road is
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4.2 Ground use due to parking solution – numerical values
In Table 3 and Table 4 below, the resulting parking area for the three different parking
solutions are compared numerically, both when calculating with municipal norms and
travelling habits.

4.2.1 Calculations based on municipal norms
Table 3: Ground use in square meters and number of parking spaces, based on calculations with parking
norms in Uppsala municipality. The calculations use a number of 97 apartments of which 24 are smaller
than 45 m2.

Parking area in m2

Parking solution
Traditional parking only

Number of parking
spaces

1 600

63

50 percent carpool

950

38

Carpool only

320

13

	
  
	
  

4.2.2 Calculations based on travelling habits
Table 4: Ground use in square meters and number of parking spaces, based on travelling habits in
Uppsala municipality. The calculations use a number of 231 residents.

Parking area in m2

Parking solution
Traditional parking only

Number of parking
spaces

1 300

54

50 percent carpool

800

32

Carpool only

270

11
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4.3 Carbon dioxide emissions due to parking solution and fuel
type
The bar plots below show the possible decrease of carbon dioxide emissions per
kilometre, related to different parking solution and choices of fuel types, see Figure 3
and Figure 4.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the carbon dioxide emissions caused by cars decreases with
an increasing carpool share, and using electricity is favourable. Notable in Figure 4,
which also includes emissions per capita when carpool members replace some trips with
bus, is that the average emissions caused by a resident increases when having electric
cars in a carpool. This is because the emissions from the bus per kilometre and
passenger are higher than the emissions from the electric cars. The more residents that
join a carpool, the more residents will use buses as an alternative mean of transport.
In 2012 the carbon footprint per capita in Sweden was 4.2 tons [35]. To put this in
perspective the solution of carpool only instead of a traditional parking from Figure 3
are compared, assuming only diesel cars are used. From Figure 3 a reduction of
approximately 30 grams per kilometre and capita can be read. By using the yearly
average car driving distance of 6 850 kilometres [36] per capita in Sweden, the carbon
footprint can decrease by 0.2 tons per capita and year. This would result in a decrease of
4.7 percent per capita and year, only by introducing a carpool.

Figure 3. Bar plot showing CO2
emissions per kilometre and
capita caused by car travelling
only.

	
  

Figure 4. Bar plot showing CO2
emissions per kilometre and capita
caused by both car and bus
travelling, since travelling by bus
increases when joining a carpool.
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5. Sensitivity analysis
In this section the two input parameters ridesharing factor and portion of car users are
analysed. These parameters are interesting since they in the model linearly affect both
ground use and the carbon dioxide emission caused by the cars in the area. When each
of these parameters are varied the number of cars in the area, and consequently the
number of parking spaces, is affected.
An increase of the ridesharing factor would lead to a linear reduction of the number of
cars in the area. As the number of cars are assumed to correspond to the number of
needed parking spaces the resulting parking area decreases accordingly. In the same
way, when decreasing the number of cars in the area, the number of needed parking
spaces also decreases. As the number of cars in the area decreases the total carbon
dioxide emissions decreases linearly.
	
  

5.1 Sensitivity case: decreased car usage and increased
ridesharing
From a sustainability perspective a low number of cars and a high ride sharing factor are
desirable. To demonstrate this a simulation of a traditional parking area on the ground
surface is made. To be able to affect the portion of car users and the ridesharing factor
the simulation will be based on travelling habits. This simulation will be compared to
the case of traditional parking only in the result section, which includes the initial
portion of car users (28 percent) and ridesharing factor (1.2 persons per car), see Figure
5.
The sensitivity case is based on the same residential area with 231 residents but with
changed conditions, see Figure 6. In the sensitivity case the portion of car users is
reduced by half, to 14 percent, and the ridesharing factor is increased to two persons per
car (+68 percent). The difference of the parameters of the two cases can be read in
Table 5 below.
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Figure 5: The initial case of
traditional parking only. Based on
travelling habits.

Figure 6: The sensitivity case of
traditional parking only. Based on
travelling habits.

Table 5: Parameters in the initial case of traditional parking only compared with the sensitivity case.

Parameter

Initial case

Sensitivity case

28 %

14 %

Ridesharing factor

1.2

2

Number of parking spaces

54

16

Portion of car users

	
  
	
  

5.2 Result of sensitivity case
Since the relationships in the model are linear it is clear that the conditions in the
sensitivity case would result in less carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, it is interesting
from a sustainability perspective to discuss the probability of changing the car usage,
car ownership, and the ridesharing factor since they depend on behaviour patterns
among residents. In order to achieve positive effects when implementing parking
solutions with the aim of reducing the number of cars, it is important that not only the
environmental aspects are considered.
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6. Discussion
Because of the construction of the model the results show that the parking area depends
linearly of the amount of cars in the area, this applies for both calculations made with
municipal norms and travelling habits. When considering parking norms based on
travelling habits, however, less ground use is required to accommodate all cars in the
area compared to considering parking norms based on municipal norms. Although, the
travelling habits are not assumed to contain any buffer of parking spaces in the model.
This is probably not the case for the municipal parking norms which are likely to take
visitor parking into account.
Since linear assumptions are set between the ground use and the number of cars it is
obvious that more ground is released if the number of cars is decreased. The model also
neglects several aspects and parameters that should be included in a future complete
tool. In reality the relation between different aspects are not this simple and should not
be assumed to be linear. If more aspects were taken into consideration in the tool one
would obtain more complex relationships. By including only a small number of
parameters, this report can be seen as a realisability study where the model can act as an
indicator of the environmental impact.
If a carpool is established in the area, the privately owned cars are assumed to decrease,
which means a further reduction of parking spaces and consequently the ground use.
This result is based on the linear relation that one carpool car replaces five privately
owned cars [12]. This could be said to be a feasible assumption since carpool users
usually do not have privately owned cars. However the assumption made in this model
may not be applicable for all residential areas as it depends on travelling patterns.
Because of limitations in the tool the ground impact due to different parking solutions
and other choices can not be visualized in all ways. Environmental aspects, for example
the groundwater level, traffic in the area, and road dimensions should be included in a
future tool.
It is clear that less area would be used, if placing the parking solution underneath the
buildings. More ground is consequently freed and can be used to other purposes. On the
other hand, by placing the parking area on ground surface, it is easier to demolish and
adapt to future needs, when the car dependency might have changed. When the parking
area is built underground, the solution is less flexible, hence it is more difficult to adapt
to future needs. The complete tool should be able to handle reconstructions of existing
residential areas, which is a challenging task since needs that might change in the future
have to be taken into consideration.
The results regarding the carbon dioxide emissions are a natural outcome since a linear
relation between the carpool share and emissions are set. The results show that electric
cars are preferable over diesel cars, especially considering the Swedish electricity mix.
This indicates that a local electricity production from for instance solar panels could
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reduce the carbon dioxide emission further. With a higher carpool share, more residents
travel by bus. However, the average city bus emits more than electric cars. This means
that a higher carpool share, when using electric cars only, results in more carbon dioxide
emissions than only travelling by car. If the average city bus were powered by
electricity, the result would show a decrease of carbon dioxide emissions even when the
bus emissions are included.
The model does not take the availability of cars in the carpool into consideration and
this has to be included in a complete tool. If electric cars are to be used in the carpool
the charging time, and the probability of an occupied car due to it, has to be taken into
account. Taking this into consideration one can stress that a mixture of electric cars and
diesel cars may be preferable in a carpool, which is the case in Malmö according to the
regional manager of Sunfleet. Despite the comparatively small environmental impact
when electric cars are used, they are relatively new on the market and have a high
investment cost and therefore it may be a foreign option for some users, as its driving
distance and charging possibilities are limited. Although, it is likely that the demand for
electric cars could increase in the future.
It is important to note that the results regarding carbon dioxide emissions are presented
in grams carbon dioxide per kilometre and capita. This means that the total carbon
dioxide emissions caused by cars in the area depend on the length of the drive. By
reducing the average length of a trip, further reductions can be made. This is likely to be
done when using a carpool and confirmed when using an underground garage due to the
decreased availability of cars. However, by introducing low-emitting cars, car users
might feel free to drive more than before since it still would be better than the
previously used fuel, which would not decrease the car dependency. It is noteworthy
that there is a need for incentives for travellers to make rational decisions when
choosing mean of transport for a certain trip.
Since this study focuses on a few parameters in the complex of urban planning, it is
difficult to obtain an accurate and reality-based picture of the studied area. In reality a
residential area should not be seen as a closed part of a system, one should rather see the
residential area as a part of a large system with vague boundaries where all parts
interacts with each other. For example, the establishment of a large parking lot in a
residential area would generate more traffic in surrounding areas as well, which would
cause an increase of carbon dioxide emission in the area.
As a result of linear assumptions in the model, the parameters that include social aspects
are the most complex and unpredictable. These parameters, the willingness to share
rides and attitude towards car ownership, affect the number of cars in the area and
thereby the ground use and carbon dioxide emissions.
To decide what parking solution that would be the most sustainable alternative for a
specific area, it would be of great benefit to know which social aspect is the most
sensitive parameter. The sensitivity case in the previous section, indicates that
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improvements related to ridesharing and car ownership would mean a major reduction
of the environmental impact. Relating this to the results, the traditional parking area in
the sensitivity case almost corresponds to the carpool only case with the initial values.
When using the tool, it will therefore be important to, in advance, investigate the
willingness among residents to share cars, share rides and use alternatives to cars such
as public transport. Knowing which one of the parameters ridesharing and car
ownership that is the easiest to affect in that area would facilitate implementation of a
certain parking solution. For a specific area it might be easier to decrease the number of
privately owned cars, rather than increasing the ridesharing among residents. The
number of privately owned cars would decrease if a carpool was established. It becomes
clear that social aspects such as ridesharing has a great impact on the system at large,
which should be considered when planning a sustainable long term solution.
In the case with carpool only, no privately owned cars are assumed to exist in the area
of study, this would mean that the parking contains 10.7 parking spaces. Considering
the number of residents in the area, 231 persons, this is a drastic change from the
average of today. Today it is seen to be more common to have both a carpool and a
traditional parking area in conjunction with a newly built area, as in Fullriggaren in
Malmö. This could indicate that a solution, such as carpool only, has not been possible
to implement due to residents behaviour patterns. A solution may physically correspond
to the environmental goals that are desired for the specific area but to obtain a
sustainable solution, people need to behave in a sustainable way.
Before implementing parameters such as the choice of carpool or a ridesharing factor in
a digital tool, there is a need to understand to what extent the residents feel the need of
having an own car or how open they are to share rides with their neighbours.
Introducing a carpool thus requires a certain attitude among residents towards collective
ownership, since a membership in a carpool can be seen as a willingness to share
properties. If the residents do not already have a suitable attitude, the propensity to a
behaviour change in the area needs to be investigated in order to determine if the
desired parking solution is feasible.
By using a digital tool in an early planning stage, it might be facilitated to predict what
behaviour patterns that should be expected from the future residents. This is why a
digital tool is beneficial when planning new production, when there are no habitual
travelling patterns for that specific area and future behaviour might be easier to affect.
The behaviour of future residents is an essential part in urban planning. A way to
introduce a sustainable lifestyle is for the real estate owner to pay a few years of carpool
membership for the residents, which can be seen as a success factor in Fullriggaren,
Malmö. If a residential area behaves in a certain way, it can set a standard for
newcomers. On the other hand, a good solution from an environmental perspective
might not be applicable due to social aspects. When planning parking solutions in
Hammarby Sjöstad for example, a too low number of parking spaces were set.
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Consequently, it had to be increased to meet the need of the residents due to their
behaviour patterns.
As this is a complex matter, a linear model is not well suited. In order to create a tool
that has the ability to manage both static and dynamic parameters, non-linear
relationships need to be identified. This study has used simplified values and
calculations only to illustrate a few relationships in the complex structure. For example
the ridesharing factor, which in this report is based on the ratio between number of car
drivers and passengers, could have been more accurate if a statistic value for the
ridesharing in the municipality would have been accessed. If a more complex and
nonlinear model would have been used, more interesting relationships could have been
identified. Although, the discussion about social aspects above indicates that nonlinear
relationships for a specific area might be difficult to find and implement in the complete
digital tool. There is a need to implement social aspects in the tool and for this to be
doable, pre-studies have to be made.
Economic aspects have been excluded in this project; however, these should be included
in the final digital tool since they constitute a part of sustainable development. The
economic aspects affect all actors in urban planning, builders and architects as well as
residents.
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7. Conclusions
An introduction of a carpool in a residential area would decrease the number of cars in
the area. When reducing the number of cars, the parking area that is needed can be
decreased. The ground use and consequently the environmental impact can further
decrease if the parking solution is established underneath the buildings, however, that
may result in future difficulties. Fewer cars do not only contribute to freed area but also
less carbon dioxide emissions. Furthermore, depending on the fuel type of the carpool
cars and also of the alternative means of transport, an additional reduction of the carbon
dioxide emissions in the area could be made.
In this study, assumptions of social aspects have been made; such as a certain
ridesharing factor and that there will be a willingness to join a carpool. These
parameters are difficult to predict and therefore it is of great importance to have a basis
for each value that can be connected to car ownership, travelling habits and other
behaviour patterns. For that reason it is significant to perform pre-studies in the specific
area.
Behaviour patterns have a great impact on desired parking solutions. A behaviour
change can cause an environmental improvement to a reduction of parking spaces. The
social aspects are the most difficult to predict, and seen to examples of existing carpools
it might take time to implement solutions that are perceived to be far from solutions
available today. This requires the complete tool to be able to manage future changes of
the transportation system and to adapt to both future behaviour patterns and
environmental goals.
From this it can be concluded that this study have shown the complexity of urban
planning, where technical, environmental and social factors must be managed, and also
how they affect each other. Using a carpool in a residential area as a case study shows
that developing a digital tool for urban planning involves taking social aspects into
consideration. A digital tool that visualizes the relationships can work as a support for
several actors in different parts of the urban planning process in an early planning stage.
This increases the complexity of an already complex system, but given the importance
of behaviour patterns, the social aspects should get as much attention as the visualized
technical aspects. Such a tool is of value for actors in urban planning, however,
implementing all factors is a challenge for the future.
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Appendix 1: System of urban planning – based on
the report InnoSam

Figure 7: The entire system of urban planning based on Atkins’ report InnoSam.
Orange round boxes indicate main themes and blue rectangular boxes the aspects. Note
that the aim of this figure mostly is to illustrate the complexity of urban planning.
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Appendix 2: MATLAB code
mainProgram.m
% 2D tool: Main program
% Plotting undeveloped area
surrounding = 30;
constructArea = 8044;
sidelenghtGround = sqrt(constructArea)+surrounding;
groundPlot =
rectangle('position',[0,0,sidelenghtGround,sidelenghtGround],'FaceColo
r',[0.7 0.9 0.6],'EdgeColor',[0.7 0.7 0.6]);
axis('square');
set(gcf,'color','w')
xlabel('Meters [m]', 'FontName','Verdana','FontSize',14);
ylabel('Meters [m]', 'FontName','Verdana','FontSize',14);
hold on
% Get road data
roadData();
% Plotting the buildings
houseF = A1();
sumSmall = houseF(1);
sumLarge = houseF(2);
residents = houseF(3);

% GROUND USE
% Average area for a parking space including area for maneuvering
spaceArea = 25;
% Determine whether to caluclate nr of parking spaces with municipal
norms or
% travelling habits
pCalc = input('Make calculations based on municipal norms (1) or
travelling habits (2): ');
if pCalc == 1
numberP = pNorm(sumSmall, sumLarge);
else
numberP = pHabit(residents);
end
% Determine whether to have carpool or traditional parking
carpoolCar = 5;
pPool = input('Carpool (1) or traditional parking (2): ');
if pPool == 1
carpoolPort = input('Input fraction (decimals) of total parking
area intended for carpool: ');
numberPpool = ((numberP*carpoolPort)/carpoolCar)+numberP*(1carpoolPort);
pArea = spaceArea*numberPpool;
else
pArea = spaceArea*numberP;
end
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% Determine whether to have underground parking (under the building)
or
% parking on ground surface
pSolution = input('Underground parking (1) or parking on ground
surface (2): ');
pSideS = 15;
pSideL = pArea/pSideS;
if pSolution == 1
pUnderground(pSideS,pSideL);
else
pGround(pArea);
end

% Underground parking
% Parking on ground surface

% Plotting carbon dioxide emissions from three alternatives: trad
parking only, 50% carpool 50% trad parking, and
% carpool only
plot = input('Plot grams CO2 per kilometer for three parking solutions
depending on fuel type. Yes (1) / No (2): ');
if plot == 1
emissionData = fuel(); % Gets emissions per km for diesel, Swe mix
and Nord mix
carbon(emissionData);
else
end

roadData.m
function road = roadData()
surrounding = 30;
w=sqrt(8044)+surrounding;
h=sqrt(8044)+surrounding;
% Real estate limits
line([0 w-30 w-30],[h-30, h-30, 0],'LineWidth', 0.3,'Color',[1 1 1],
'LineStyle', '--');
% Roads
xCoordinates_road1 = [0, 0, w, w, w-15, w, w, w-21];
yCoordinates_road1 = [h-11,h-5, h-5,h-11, h-11, h-30, h-38, h-11];
road = fill(xCoordinates_road1,yCoordinates_road1,[0.6 0.6 0.6],
'EdgeColor', [0.7 0.7 0.7]);
hold on
end

A1.m
	
  
function houseFeatures = A1()
% Plotting buildings
rectangle('position',[10,5,15,60],'FaceColor',[1 0.9
0.6],'EdgeColor',[0.7 0.6 0.5]);
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rectangle('position',[25,5,30,15],'FaceColor',[1 0.9
0.6],'EdgeColor',[0.7 0.6 0.5]);
rectangle('position',[65,5,15,60],'FaceColor',[1 0.9
0.6],'EdgeColor',[0.7 0.6 0.5]);
axis('square');
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
% Nr of rental apartments (small <= 45, large >= 46)
smallAp = 24;
largeAp = 73;
% Nr of residents based on average living area for tenants
areaPerPerson = 32;
totLivingArea = 7400;
residents = totLivingArea/areaPerPerson;
houseFeatures = [smallAp,largeAp,residents];
end

	
  

pNorm.m
function numberNorm = pNorm(sumSmall, sumLarge)
% Data used if the simulation is based on municipal norms.
normSmall = input('Input parking norm for a small apartment < 45 kvm\n
or press enter for default value 0.2: ');
if isempty(normSmall) % Uppsala municipality norms are used
normSmall=0.2;
end
normLarge = input('Input parking norm for a large apartment >= 45
kvm\n or press enter for default value 0.8:');
if isempty(normLarge) % Uppsala municipality norms are used
normLarge=0.8;
end
numberNorm = normSmall*sumSmall + normLarge*sumLarge; % Number of
parking spaces needed.

pHabit.m
function numberHabit = pHabit(residents)
% Data used if the simulation is based on travelling habits.
carAsMain = 0.28;
carDrive = 136905;
carPass = 28773;
ridesharing = (carDrive+carPass)/carDrive; % Ridesharing factor
% Sensitivity case:
% carAsMain = carAsMain/2;
% ridesharing = 2;
surveyCar = carAsMain/ridesharing;
carUsers = input('Input portion of residents who travels by car. Press
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enter for default value (Uppsala municipality): ');
if isempty(carUsers)
carUsers = surveyCar;
else
carUsers = carUsers/ridesharing;
end
numberHabit = carUsers*residents; % Number of parking spaces needed.

pUnderground.m
function pUnderground = pUnderground(pSideS,pSideL)
if pSideL<=60
xCoordP = [10, 10, 25, 25];
yCoordP = [5, 5+pSideL,5+pSideL,5];
pUnderground = patch(xCoordP,yCoordP,[0.6 0.6 0.6], 'EdgeColor',
[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
set(pUnderground,'facealpha',.4)
set(pUnderground,'edgealpha',.5)
elseif pSideL > 60
%Underground parking needed under a second building
fixtL = 60;
% Underground parking #1
xCoordP = [10, 10, 25, 25];
yCoordP = [5, 65, 65, 5];
pUnderground = patch(xCoordP,yCoordP,[0.6 0.6 0.6], 'EdgeColor',
[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
set(pUnderground,'facealpha',.4);
set(pUnderground,'edgealpha',.5);
% Extra parking area needed
extraL = pSideL-fixtL;
xCoordPX = [25, 25, 25+extraL, 25+extraL];
yCoordPX = [5, 5+pSideS, 5+pSideS, 5];
if extraL>55
% The need for parking spaces requires more area than
intended.
% The program plots the maximum area for an underground
parking
% floor and gives a warning that more floors are needed.
xCoordPMax = [25, 25, 80, 80];
yCoordPMax = [5, 5+pSideS, 5+pSideS, 5];
pUndergroundMax = patch(xCoordPMax,yCoordPMax,[0.6 0.6 0.6],
'EdgeColor', [0.7 0.7 0.7]);
set(pUndergroundMax,'facealpha',.4);
set(pUndergroundMax,'edgealpha',.5);
disp('To have parking garage under the chosen building, more
floors are needed. Consider other options.')
else
% Plotting the underground parking area.
pUndergroundX = patch(xCoordPX,yCoordPX,[0.6 0.6 0.6],
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'EdgeColor', [0.7 0.7 0.7]);
set(pUndergroundX,'facealpha',.4);
set(pUndergroundX,'edgealpha',.5);
end

end
end

pGround.m
function pGround = pGround(pArea)
pSideS = 30;
pSideL = pArea/pSideS;
startX = 30;
startY = 30;
xCoordP = [startX, startX, startX+pSideS, startX+pSideS];
yCoordP = [startY, startY+pSideL, startY+pSideL, startY];
pGround = patch(xCoordP,yCoordP,[0.5 0.5 0.5], 'EdgeColor', [0.6 0.6
0.6]);
set(pGround,'facealpha',.6);
set(pGround,'edgealpha',.7);
end

carbon.m
% Fuels: CO2 barplot
function barPlot = carbon(emissionCar)
ridesharing = 1.201;
E_bus = 40;
% Emission factor for the different fuel types (grams CO2 per
kilometer and car)
E_d = emissionCar(1); % Diesel
E_swe = emissionCar(2); % Swe electricity mix
E_nord = emissionCar(3); % Nord electricity mix
% For traditional parking only
E1_d = E_d/ridesharing;
E1_nord = E_nord/ridesharing;
E1_swe = E_swe/ridesharing;
B1 = 0;
E1 = [E1_d E1_nord E1_swe];
% 50 percent traditional parking, 50 percent carpool.
E2_d = 0.5*E1_d + (2/3)*0.5*E1_d;
E2_swe = 0.5*E1_swe + (2/3)*0.5*E1_swe;
E2_nord = 0.5*E1_nord + (2/3)*0.5*E1_nord;
B2 = (1/3)*0.5*0.18*E_bus;
E2 = [E2_d E2_nord E2_swe];
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% 100 percent carpool
E3_d = (2/3)*E1_d;
E3_swe = (2/3)*E1_swe;
E3_nord = (2/3)*E1_nord;
E3 = [E3_d E3_nord E3_swe];
B3 = (1/3)*0.18*E_bus;

% Creating a barplot
% Y = [E1(1) E2(1) E3(1); % Excluding bus
%
E1(2) E2(2) E3(2);
%
E1(3) E2(3) E3(3)];
%
Y = [E1(1) (E2(1)+B2) (E3(1)+B3); % Including bus
E1(2) (E2(2)+B2) (E3(2)+B3);
E1(3) (E2(3)+B2) (E3(3)+B3)];
figure;
barPlot = bar(Y);
for i=1:length(barPlot)
if i==1 % alla diesel
set(barPlot(i),'BarWidth',0.8, 'FaceColor', [0.3 0.8 0.6],
'EdgeColor', [0.3 0.8 0.6]);
elseif i==2 % alla nord
set(barPlot(i),'BarWidth',0.8, 'FaceColor', [0.6 1 0.6],
'EdgeColor', [0.6 1 0.6]);
else % alla swe
set(barPlot(i),'BarWidth',0.8, 'FaceColor', [1 1 0.2],
'EdgeColor', [1 1 0.2]);
end
end
label = {'Diesel','Electricity (Nordic)','Electricity (Swedish)',' '};
set(gcf,'color','w');
set(gca, 'XTick',1:numel(label), 'XTickLabel',label,
'FontName','Verdana','FontSize',14);
ylabel('gCO2/km per capita','FontName','Verdana');
l = cell(1,2);
l{1}='Traditional parking'; l{2}= '50% traditional parking 50%
carpool'; l{3}='Carpool';
legend(barPlot,l);
end

fuel.m
function emissions = fuel()
%Diesel car (Volvo V40 D2) manual
%Including production
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CO2_gpl_diesel = 3040;
consum_lpkm_diesel = 0.034;
CO2_gpkm_diesel = CO2_gpl_diesel*consum_lpkm_diesel;

%Electric car
%Zero CO2 emissions during driving
%Including production
% grams per kilowatt-hour
swemix_gpkWh = 20;
nordmix_gpkWh = 90;
% kilowatt-hour per kilometer
kWhpkm_general = 0.2;
% grams per kilometer
CO2_swe_gpkm = swemix_gpkWh*kWhpkm_general;
CO2_nord_gpkm = nordmix_gpkWh*kWhpkm_general;
% Emissions from diesel, Swe electricity mix and Nord electricity mix
emissions = [CO2_gpkm_diesel CO2_swe_gpkm CO2_nord_gpkm];
end
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